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Hepdata:
My ATLAS perspective

What works well?
What could be better?
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HepData uage

ATLAS is a big user
See table right

And a satisfied customer
At the `ATLAS new physics search 
reinterpretation workshop’ in July the talk 
‘What to we already do for SUSY’ has the 
word ‘hepdata’ in large font in top left on 
13/19 slides.

And argues the approach works
"Everyone agrees hepdata is fantastic and 
we should use it for everything under the 
sun" 

Exotics and Higgs less developed, but same 
idea
Desire to make publishing analysis easier

But SUSY seem happy with code use
Debate on full/simplified likelihoods

ATLAS 346
CMS 220
CDF 209
ZEUS 169
ALICE 164
H1 146
OPAL 145
D0 127
L3 112
DELPHI 101
ALEPH 83
CLEO 67
TASSO 65
LHCB 59
THE ATLAS 1
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Data entry: much improved

Personal comment: some of the support tables uploaded 
to hepdata are not so well scrutinised

They are not well scrutinised in experiment review
Mistakes do happen
The visualisation tools are very useful

But this is much improved.
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New ATLAS results page: HepData

dd

HepData
Link clear
(usually)

Lets
explore

this
one 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/ExoticsPublicResults
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www.hepdata.net/record/80080

“Search for dark matter produced in association with 
bottom or top quarks in √s = 13 TeV pp collisions with the 
ATLAS detector” 
Record clear, well laid out
63 data tables in this example

Cut flows
Efficiencies
Results plots

(I am used to errors
on data but that’s
philosophy)

Very nice
Someties WWW hangs
when a table is
requested

OK, ask again
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Example: poor table

Sometimes automatic 
binning of tabular 
data makes unhelpful 
choice

Here it would be nice 
to be able to separate 
the columns
This is nit-picking

https://hepdata.net/record/80080?version=1&table=Table57
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Example dubious data

A table from this paper
Table 40:  “Data from table 19,
Efficiency of the SRb1 selection of
the b-FDM model signal samples
This particular table seems to me
either

Structure meaningful?
Insufficient granularity

Structure reflects MC stats?
Not given - unhelpful

Wrong
But it reflects perfectly what ATLAS
supplied

https://hepdata.net/record/80080?version=1&table=Table57
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Example wrong data

A table from this 
paper
Table 39:  “Data from 
table 19,
Efficiency of the 
SRb1 selection of
the b-FDM model 
signal samples
This table is simply 
wrong
(600,50) is a factor 
100 different between 
ATLAS and HepData 
table

And some others too
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ATLAS ongoing

ATLAS task force 
Reps from all physics groups

New ATLAS guidlines/tips twiki
How to use
What to store
Pitfalls

Currently Hepdata upload timing varies with physics group
Recommendation to to in parallel with submission to Archive
Change after journal review if necessary

HepData should go hand in hand with Rivet
Still in discussion
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Preliminary Recommendations
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ATLAS Request: 

HEPData is in pretty good shape. 
One thing bothers us: 

Implementing a review process for the HEPData entries before 
the publication: 

i.e. each ATLAS author can check what we put into HEPData 
before we publish the entry.

Could use CDS for this, where the HEPData tar-file could be 
stored. This requires that an ATLAS member downloads this file, 
and uploads it to his private HEPData Sandbox. There are two 
issues:

The Sandbox link can be seen by everybody, when known - it 
would be better to have a “real” private version
The procedure is quite complicated, since it involves one 
download and one upload. It would be somehow good, if the 
HEPData access could be linked somehow to the CDS access 
rights…

Can HEPData access use CERN CDS rights?
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